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3Q11 Highlights. S&P lowered the debt rating of the U.S.. Fears of a double dip recession in the U.S. increased. Economic growth slowed across many other countries. European sovereign debUbanking issues intensified. Most stock markets declined significantly. U.S. 10 year Treasury yields hit an all-time low

All in all, a challenging quarter from a news, economic and market perspective.

Economy

We believe the health of the evermore-connected world economy is the key investment issue at
this point. ln our opinion, three factors came together during the third quarter to constrain
economic growth:

. Highly visible, confrontational political maneuvering in the U.S. around the debt ceiling and
deficit reduction. ln Europe, austerity measures and failure to reach a solution on sovereign debUbanking
issues. Efforts by important emerging economies to curb inflation/speculation by raising interest rates

We judge that the inability of politicians in the U.S. and Europe to find common ground on
economic and debt issues, respectively, undermined consumer/business confidence and had a
real impact in slowing growth (only modestly in the U.S.). Efforts by emerging market countries to
slow inflation made sense but were unfortunate when combined with the slowing in developed
countries. Despite the third quarter challenges, we expect the world economy to avoid dipping
back into recession.

U.S. GDP grew at 0.4% and 1.3% rates in the first and second quarters of 2011, respectively
(down from initial higher estimates) and the consensus expectation for the third quarter is 1.0%-
1.5%. We believe the economy is unlikely to get significant additional help from Washington until
at least after the presidential election next year. Further, as outlined in our September 25 update,
we judge that the combination of a) continued weakness in the housing market and b) the need
for consumers to deleverage, will combine to constrain growth over the next several years.

We continually ask ourselves where we might be too conservative in our expectations for U.S.
growth and are unable to come up with a good response. Our best guess is that the economy
continues along its current path - with some quarters showing higher growth and some lower but
none truly robust.

Europe. The stock market rally of early October was driven by hopes that European leaders were
developing a credible plan to solve and contain the Greek sovereign debt crisis. More recently,
reality intruded on the rally when Germany stated that a resolution would take additionaltime.
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We continue to believe that Greek debt (and thus bank holdings)will be written down significantly,
with current expectations of 50% haircuts. The more important issue at this point, we feel, is
whether Greek-like issues spread to other countries/banks/securities.

Unlike 2008 in the U.S., when the government and Federal Reserve were united in preventing a
financial meltdown, the Euro Zone has the important added issue of individual country concerns
and priorities. ln our opinion, this makes a final, successful resolution much more difficult to
achieve. Regardless of iflwhen Europe resolves its sovereign debUbanking issues, the result is
likely to be slow growth at besVrecession and political unrest at worst. Conditions will vary by
country.

Emeroino economies. Headline numbers show Chinese growth slowing very modestly in
response to higher interest rates/tighter credit ... this slowing could worsen as exports to
developed nations decline in coming months. Other important emerging economies like Brazil
and India are experiencing similar conditions.

We believe the emerging markets hold the key to the health of the worldwide economy. While
there will be bumps along the way, we buy into the argument that developing country
governments will do everything they can to maintain economic growth to keep their citizens happy
(and keep themselves in power). This view that emerging markets overallwill remain strong is a
key component in our long-term investment thesis and the positioning of equity-only portfolios.

Markets

Eouities. The third quarter was the worst quarter for the U.S. stock market since the fourth
quarter of 2008, with the S&P 500 registering a 13.9% decline. Developed markets excluding the
U.S. and emerging markets fell 19.0% and22.60/o, respectively, and the MSC|all-world index
declined 16.60/o. On October 4, the U.S. market (as measured by the S&P 500) briefly dipped
into "bear" territory with a 20% decline from the 2011 high.

Volatility was very high during the quarter - in one stretch the Dow Jones lndustrial Average rose
or fell more than 400 points over four consecutive days - a (stomach-churning) first. The markets
were, and continue to be, extremely reactive to headline news, and at this point focused on news
from Europe around sovereign debUbank restructuring. We expect the U.S. to become more
prominent in the headlines as the November deadline approaches for the Congressional super-
committee to submit their recommendations for deficit reduction.

Fixed income. U.S. 10 year Treasury yields hit alltime lows in September, the result of a flight-to
safety, fears of a double-dip recession in the U.S. and possibly the Fed's "Operation Twist" (effort
to bring down longterm rates). Rates have backed up bit in recent weeks. We're going to go out
on a limb and say we don't expect the recent low in 10 year Treasury yields to be revisited.

Portfolio Positioning

Given our economic outlook for more of the same, we're generally continuing to focus on high-
quality investments.

ln diversified portfolios, dividend paying ETFs are the focus for equities. For fixed income, the
focus continues on investment grade, shorter duration bond mutual funds (shortterm investment
grade corporate and GNMA, primarily). Because we don't expect a substantial rise in
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interest rates, we're slowly averaging into intermediate term investment grade corporate and muni
funds to pick up some yield; however, we expect these to remain under 40% of fixed income
investments over the near term. Finally, where appropriate, we are layering in very small
positions in U.S. high yield and emerging market sovereign debt (both through ETFs).

ln equity-only portfolios, we're continuing with our long-term themes emphasizing energy,
agriculture, materials and emerging markets. Additional areas where we see value currently
include the industrial and financial sectors. Stocks participating in these themes/sectors have
declined significantly in the market downturn - which is why we see value and good potential for
strong returns. However, stocks in these groups will not begin appreciating significantly until
investors have more confidence the world economy is not headed into recession. This may take
some time. lt's also worth noting that stocks in these sectors tend to be volatile (longterm
perspective needed).

The two other sectors we've overweighted are consumer staples and technology - we like the
stability of the former and the cash generating abilities of both. Consumer staples, like many of
the individual stocks in the equity-only portfolios, also offer strong dividend yields, which is
another theme we're focused on.
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